
Groundwater in Hydrologic Cycle





Types of Terrestrial Water

Ground water

Soil
Moisture

Surface

Water



Unsaturated Zone / Zone of Aeration / Vadose 

(Soil Water)

Pores Full of Combination of Air and Water

Zone of Saturation (Ground water)

Pores Full Completely with Water



Groundwater

Important source of clean water

More abundant than SW

Linked to SW systems

Sustains flows 

in streams

Baseflow



pollution

Groundwater Concerns?

groundwater mining

subsidence



Why Groundwater Modelling is needed?
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Management of a groundwater system, means 

making such decisions as: 

• The total volume that may be withdrawn annually from the aquifer. 

• The location of pumping and artificial recharge wells, and their 

rates.

• Decisions related to groundwater quality. 

Groundwater contamination by:

 Hazardous industrial wastes 

 Leachate from landfills

 Agricultural activities such as the use of fertilizers and pesticides 



What is a “model”?

• Any “device” that represents 
approximation to field system

– Physical Models

– Mathematical Models

• Analytical

• Numerical





Modelling Protocol

• Establish the Purpose of the Model

• Develop Conceptual Model of the System

• Select Governing Equations and Computer Code

• Model Design

• Calibration

• Calibration Sensitivity Analysis

• Model Verification

• Prediction

• Predictive Sensitivity Analysis

• Presentation of Modeling Design and Results

• Post Audit

• Model Redesign



Purpose - What questions do you want the 
model to answer?

• Prediction; System Interpretation; Generic 
Modeling

• What do you want to learn from the 
model?

• Is a modeling exercise the best way to 
answer the question?  Historical data?

• Can an analytical model provide the 
answer?



Select Computer Code

• Select Computer Model

• Code Verification

– Comparison to Analytical Solutions; Other 
Numerical Models

• Model Design

– Design of Grid, selecting time steps, 
boundary and initial conditions, parameter 
data set



Calibration

• Show that Model can reproduce field-
measured heads and flow (concentrations 
if contaminant transport)

• Results in parameter data set that best 
represents field-measured conditions.



Model Verification

• Use Model to Reproduce a Second Set 
of Field Data

Prediction
• Desired Set of Conditions

• Sensitivity Analysis
– Effect of uncertainty in parameter values and  future 

stresses on the predicted solution



Presentation of Modelling Design 
and Results

• Effective Communication of Modeling Effort

– Graphs, Tables, Text etc.



Groundwater Flow Model

1. Conceptual model



Conceptual Model

• Definitions
– A conceptual model of groundwater flow is a qualitative framework upon 

which data related to subsurface hydrology can be considered. The basic 
components of a conceptual model are 

• the sources of water to the region and sinks of water from the region, 

• the physical boundaries of the region, 

• the distribution of hydraulic properties within the region. 

– The formation of a conceptual model is critical to the development of a 
more quantitative representation of the subsurface hydrology, such as a 
numerical groundwater flow model.

– Any groundwater flow model, whether conceptual or numerical, is a form 
of a water mass balance calculation. Stated simply, the amount of water 
added to the system in a given period of time less the water removed from 
the system in the same amount of time is equal to the change in the 
amount of water stored within the system during that time. 



Model Geometry

• Model geometry defines the size and the 
shape of the model. It consists of model 
boundaries, both external and internal, and 
model grid.



Boundaries

• Physical boundaries are well defined geologic 
and hydrologic features that permanently 
influence the pattern of groundwater flow 
(faults, geologic units, contact with surface 
water  etc.)



Boundaries

• Hydraulic boundaries are derived from the 
groundwater flow net and therefore 
“artificial” boundaries set by the model 
designer. They can be no flow boundaries 
represented by chosen stream lines, or 
boundaries with known hydraulic head 
represented by equipotential lines.



HYDRAULIC BOUNDARIES

A streamline (flowline) is also a 

hydraulic boundary because by 

definition, flow is ALWAYS 

parallel to a streamflow.  It can 

also be said that flow NEVER 

crosses a streamline; therefore it 

is similar to an IMPERMEABLE 

(no flow) boundary

BUT

Stress can change the flow 

pattern and shift the position of 

streamlines;  therefore care must 

be taken when using a 

streamline as the outer boundary 

of a model.



TYPES OF MODEL BOUNDARY

NO-FLOW BOUNDARY

Neither HEAD nor FLUX is

Specified.  Can represent a

Physical boundary or a flow

Line (Groundwater Divide)

SPECIFIED HEAD OR

CONSTANT HEAD BOUNDARY

h = constant

q is determined by the model.

And may be +ve or –ve according

to the hydraulic gradient developed



TYPES OF MODEL BOUNDARY (cont’d)

SPECIFIED FLUX BOUNDARY

q = constant

h is determined by the model

(The common method of simulation

is to use one injection well for each

boundary cell)

HEAD DEPENDANT BOUNDARY

hb = constant

q = c (hb – hm) 

and c = f (K,L) and is called

CONDUCTANCE

hm is determined by the model and

its interaction with hb



Boundary Types

Specified Head/Concentration: a special case of constant head (ABC, EFG)

Constant Head /Concentration: could replace (ABC, EFG)

Specified Flux: could be recharge across (CD) 

No Flow (Streamline): a special case of specified flux (HI)

Head Dependent Flux: could replace (ABC, EFG)

Free Surface: water-table, phreatic surface (CD) 

Seepage Face: pressure = atmospheric at ground surface (DE)



Conceptual Model
Example: North Gaza

• Model Domain 
and Boundaries

the model domain is 
usually chosen to 
fit stable boundary 
conditions. 

Example:

The Model Domain 
encloses an area 
of 17x23 km in the 
northern part of 
the Gaza Strip



Grid

• In Finite Difference model, the grid is formed 
by two sets of parallel lines that are 
orthogonal. The blocks formed by these lines 
are called cells. In the centre of each cell is the 
node – the point at which the model calculates 
hydraulic head. This type of grid is called 
block-centered grid.



Grid

• Grid mesh can be uniform or custom, a 
uniform grid is better choice when

– Evenly distributed aquifer characteristics data

– The entire flow field is equally important

– Number of cells and size is not an issue



Grid

• Grid mesh can be custom when

– There is less or no data for certain areas

– There is specific interest in one or more smaller 
areas

• Grid orientation is not an issue in isotropic 
aquifers. When the aquifer is anisotropic, 
the model coordinate axes must be aligned 
with the main axes of the hydraulic 
conductivity.



• Regular vs irregular grid spacing

Irregular spacing may be used to obtain 

detailed head distributions in selected areas 

of the grid. 

Finite difference equations that use irregular

grid spacing have a higher associated error 

than FD equations that use regular grid spacing.



Curvature of the water table

Vertical change in head

Variability of aquifer characteristics (K,T,S)

Variability of hydraulic parameters (R, Q)

Considerations in selecting the size of 

the grid spacing

Desired detail around sources and sinks (e.g., rivers)



MODEL GRIDS



Boundary array (cell type)

• Three types of cells

– Inactive cells through which no flow into or out of 
the cells occurs during the entire time of 
simulation.

– Active, or variable-head cells are free to vary in 
time.

– Constant-head cell, model boundaries with known 
constant head.



Conceptual Model
Example: North Gaza

• Model Grid 

The model domain is 
divided into a 
horizontal grid 
with cell size 
50x50 m at the 
BLWWTP site and 
20x20 m at the 
new NGWWTP site 
and the cell size 
then increases 
gradually towards 
the model 
boundaries 

NGWWT Site

BLWWT Site



Conceptual 
Model

• The lower boundary of the 
model consists of Saqiye’s
surface 

• The upper boundary is the 
ground surface

 

Water Table



Conceptual 
Model

• Eastern Boundary
– Aquifer outcrop ?

• North and South
– Stable no-flow boundaries

• Western Boundary
– Sea ?



Conceptual Model

• Sources
– Recharge ????

– Infiltration

– Lateral inflows

– Base flow?

• Sinks
– Abstraction

– Lateral outflows

– Base flow ?



Conceptual Model

• Visual Modflow (VMF) is based on the finite-
difference   code MODFLOW (Harbaug & 
McDonald 1988) and contains four integrated 
modules:
– MODFLOW – Groundwater flow model.

– ZONE BUDGET – Water balance within user defined  
zones.

– MODPATH – Particle tracing.

– MT3D (Model Tracking 3D) – Substance or solute 
transport.


